
The TOC DAU provides a TOC alarm point as 
well as the ability to use the external speaker 
and microphone for within the lift car. The TOC 
DAU is connected to a DCP in the machine room 
or alternatively the DCP MRL for machine room 
less installations. The DCP provides the cellular 
connection and is the ‘brain’ within the system.

The TOC DAU is recommended as the ideal solution 
for lift groups, as one DCP can support multiple shafts 
with a TOC DAU quickly installed on each car.

The TOC DAU can also be used with the Surface 
Mount COP Accessory (MC-AES01-100-0-0L-000) 
this provides pictograms and an alarm button. Other 
elements of an EN81-28 compliant emergency 
communication system such as an inductive loop 
(MC-ALB02-100-0-0L-000) and Pit Phone (MC-
DAP11-110-F-00-000) can also be installed.

The Avire Ecosystem

Maintenance companies working with a multi-brand 
and legacy lift portfolio are not typically able to 
offer customers a monitoring platform due to the 
difficulties associated with accessing information 
from the lift controller. In this situation, DCPs are the 
ideal solution as they act as a controller independent 
gateway passing data in and out of the lift shaft.

The DCP provides an information gateway between all 
compatible connected devices and our cloud based 
monitoring platform; the Avire Hub. The system can:

 + Provide EN81-28 compliant emergency 
communication monitoring

TOC DAU
Product Datasheet

Key Features
 + Easily installed on top of the lift car

 + Speaker can be heard inside the car

 + Supports external microphone, speakers and 
pictograms

 + 2 Buttons on unit for alarm and maintenance calls

 + Integrated battery back-up

 + Programmable and monitorable on the Avire Hub

AC-DAT18-110-F-0L-000

 + Monitor the behaviour of light curtains (e.g. no. of door 
cycles, blocked diodes, timed-out diodes)

 + Remotely test the lift to check status

 + Monitor time spent on site for maintenance

 + Reset the lift controller

 + Remotely update firmware

 + Update display layouts remotely



The Avire Ecosystem System Architecture

As a result of our policy of continual improvement, the information in this document is subject to change without notice and it is intended only as general guidance on 
product performance and suitability. This information shall not form part of any contract.

Ordering Information
Part Description

AC-DAT18-110-F-0L-000 TOC DAU

MC-2CM10-100-F-20-000 Digital Communication Platform - GSM/
GPRS/2G/RS-232

MC-2CM10-100-F-40-000 Digital Communication Platform - GSM/
GPRS/2G/RS-422/485

MC-3CM10-100-F-20-000 Digital Communication Platform - GSM/
GPRS/3G/RS-232

MC-3CM10-100-F-40-000 Digital Communication Platform - GSM/
GPRS/3G/RS-422/485

AC-2CD00-100-F-40-000 MRL Digital Communications Platform - GSM/ 
GPRS/ 2G/ RS-422/ 485

MC-DAP11-110-F-00-000 CAN PIT Digital Audio Unit with integrated 
battery

MC-ALB02-100-0-0L-00 Inductive Loop

AC-AMT00-100-0-C0-000 Lift HAWK

G2510 / G2540 Panachrome+ 10mm / 43mm 2D

G3510 / G3540 Panachrome+ 10mm / 43mm 3D

Techincal Specification
Parameter Value

Mounting location TOC

Colour casing Yellow

Alarm button Yes

Maintenance button Yes

External pictograms Yes

Siren support Yes

External microphone Yes

External speaker Yes

Internal microphone Yes

Internal speaker Yes

Battery Integrated

Battery fault indicator Yes

Phone fault indicator Yes

Power supply 8-28V

Consumption 43mA-190mA

Connections CAN & LPBus (RJ45)

Operating temperature -10ºC to +65ºC

Dimensions 7w

A B
A - DCP, TOC DAU and Surface Mount 
Accessory with Pit Phone

B - DCP, TOC DAU attached to COP 
alarm button

Both installation types can be installed with 
Pit Phones if required. The use of CANBus 
Splitter depends on the number of shafts 
and accessories installed.
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Avire Ltd

Unit 1, The Switchback 
Gardner Road
Maidenhead
Berkshire
SL6 7RJ, UK

T: 01628 540100
F: 01628 621 947
E: sales.uk@avire-global.com
W: www.avire-global.com


